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Compared to your
Compared to your Compare to your
normal detergent,
normal detergent, normal detergent, Overall, how did how does Northern
how does Northern how does Northern
Northern Suds
Suds do in terms
Did you notice a
List any additives Suds do in term of Suds do in terms
compare to your
of removing
scent to your
you use
SOFTNESS?
of CLEANING?
normal detergent?
odors?
finished cloths?
Bounce fabric
softner bar in dryer Same amount of
Same amount of
Yes very mild and
& bleach for whites softness
clean
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What type of water average size load
do you have?
you do?
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Paul Smiths
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Same amount of
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1-3
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1-3
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3-5

None
Softer
fabric softener, but
I didn't need as
much. I have very
hard water.
Softer

Softer

About the same

About the same

Better

About the same
Better, any odors
are gone
Better, any odors
are gone

Better
Better

Same amount of
clean

Better

Better, any odors
are gone

Same amount of
clean

Better

About the same

Cleaner

Better

About the same

No
no scents present
after washing
no scents present
after washing

Hardly any

Any comments?

It was great!
I use a really good
detergent, which is
natural, and this
seems to be
comparable.
I put a dryer sheet
in with my first
comforter and it
was extremely
soft! The second
comforter I did, I
put it through the
dryer without a
dryer sheet and it
came out normal.
Maybe I won't
have to use dryer
sheets anymore :)
Possi vBulleti

I used only the
scent booster
during the wash,
and no dryer
sheet. The clothes
were soft and
clean! It worked
great. I will try a
load with no scent
booster to get a
better idea of the
odor-eliminating
properties.
Otherwise, I'd say
it's a hit!
Clothes were
impressively soft
without any
additives. Stains
were reducedmost noticeably on
my white towels
which often wind
up with makeup
stains. No
overwhelming
scents. Oddly
enough there
seemed to be a
reduction of
wrinkles. I said to
Tina that the
clothes felt and
looked so lovely
it's like they folded
themselves.
Excited for next
use!
So far, I like it a lot.
Would like to know
the ingredients
though.

